The Anototators: 
Pilot Study Script

Demonstration
1. Launch program.
2. Login
3. Open images by clicking the “Open” button, double-clicking on the desired folder, and pressing “Open.”
4. Click on different thumbnails to demonstrate switching between images.
5. Click on the “Print” button.
6. Find the paper UI corresponding to the image on the screen. Draw a few strokes, observe them on the screen.
7. Add a few text comments to an image. Switch to a different thumbnail, then return to the original to show that the text remains.

Tasks
1. (Easy) Login to system and load a folder of images.
2. (Medium) Add text comments to an image.
3. (Hard) Choose an image, (fake) print it, draw two anoto strokes on it.

Measurements
Measure the time taken to complete each task. Average the times between participants and compare them to the expected difficulty level.